1. Damage to the liver is the main health ---- for long-term heavy drinkers.
   A) consideration  B) conclusion  
   C) attentiveness  D) examination  
   E) regulation

2. Health risks from pesticide exposure are probably small for healthy adults, but children, the elderly, and people with compromised immune systems may be ---- to some types of pesticide poisoning.
   A) hostile  B) substantial  
   C) severe  D) reversible  
   E) vulnerable

3. The amount of alcoholic drinks a person can consume safely is ---- individual, depending on genetics, health condition, sex, body composition, age, and family history.
   A) violently  B) worthily  
   C) offensively  D) highly  
   E) loudly

4. For people who have a family history of a genetic disorder but no symptoms, a predictive test can help ---- a person’s risk for developing the disorder in the future.
   A) sustain  B) remove  
   C) determine  D) arouse  
   E) represent

5. If adenosine triphosphate (ATP) supply does not ---- demand, muscle contraction ceases.
   A) make up for  B) keep up with 
   C) account for  D) run out of  
   E) give up

6. A wise vegetarian does not solely ---- the products made of textured vegetable protein, but learns to use a variety of whole foods instead.
   A) set out  B) take along 
   C) draw up  D) rely on  
   E) make for

7. Insomnia is a difficulty in falling or staying asleep or a disturbance in sleep that ---- people feel as if they ---- insufficient sleep when they awaken.
   A) makes / have had  
   B) made / have  
   C) has made / should have  
   D) had made / had had  
   E) would make / had

8. During pregnancy, lead ingested by the mother ---- across the placenta, ---- severe damage on the developing foetal nervous system.
   A) has moved / to have inflicted  
   B) moves / inflicting  
   C) had moved / having inflicted  
   D) would move / to be inflicted  
   E) moved / having been inflicted

Diğer sayfaya geçiniz.
9. The first evidence that there are genetic factors in smoking --- in the 1950s from studies which --- that identical twins tended to be more similar in their choice to smoke or not than did fraternal twins.
   A) could appear / would indicate
   B) has appeared / had indicated
   C) had appeared / have indicated
   D) would appear / were indicating
   E) appeared / indicated

10. In an article published in 1990, scientists of the National Institute of Medical Research --- more than 300 biological theories that --- to account for senescence – the progressive and general deterioration that accompanies aging in humans.
   A) were reviewing / attempted
   B) have reviewed / should attempt
   C) reviewed / had attempted
   D) would review / have attempted
   E) may have reviewed / attempt

11. If she --- energy-spending activities into her daily routine when she was younger, she --- a weight-control programme today.
   A) could incorporate / doesn’t have to attend
   B) incorporated / didn’t have to attend
   C) would incorporate / wouldn’t have had to attend
   D) had incorporated / wouldn’t have to attend
   E) was able to incorporate / hadn’t had to attend

12. --- 1992 and 1998, total lung cancer deaths in the United States declined 1.6% per year, but almost all of this decline was due to a decrease --- 2.7% annually for men.
   A) During / in
   B) Through / at
   C) Over / about
   D) Among / under
   E) Between / of

13. People with an avoidant personality are oversensitive --- rejection, and they have a strong desire --- affection and acceptance.
   A) with / in
   B) to / for
   C) about / over
   D) through / with
   E) for / about

14. --- the immune system is intricate, its basic strategy is simple: to recognize the enemy, mobilize forces and attack.
   A) Although
   B) If
   C) Because
   D) In case
   E) When
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15. Scientists are developing various counter-technologies, from vaccines made of DNA to proteins that prime our blood to attack the malaria parasite ---- it is still inside the mosquito.

A) so long as  B) as soon as  C) while  D) just as  E) whether

16. According to geneticists, genetic testing (also called genetic screening) is useful ---- it is presented in such a way that people can understand what the limitations of the tests are and what the results mean.

A) whereas  B) only if  C) even if  D) so that  E) before

17. Most patients want to know even bad prognoses, but ---- a physician tells a given patient should be determined primarily by the patient, not the physician.

A) how long  B) how many  C) how often  D) how much  E) how few

18. Excess vitamin A can cause toxicity, ---- it is taken all at once (acute toxicity) ---- over a long period of time (chronic toxicity).

A) whether / or  B) not only / but also  C) both / and  D) neither / nor  E) so long as / and


It has been nearly two years since the last cases of SARS were reported in China. (19) ----, a new affliction has risen to take its place as a more deadly pandemic – avian flu. Also known as H5N1, this influenza virus is endemic to waterfowl and has shown a disturbing propensity (20) ---- the past nine years to infect chickens and human beings. Avian flu is the Ebola of the poultry world, a haemorrhagic fever that (21) ---- much bleeding from every orifice of its winged victims. It leads to extensive destruction of these animals in (22) ---- two days. When the virus jumps to humans, it (23) ---- very noticeable at first, but in fact, has a fatality rate as high as 33 per cent.

19. A) As a result  B) Accordingly  C) Moreover  D) Likewise  E) Since then

20. A) over  B) through  C) at  D) by  E) from

21. A) upholds  B) spreads  C) causes  D) implements  E) consists

22. A) just  B) any  C) most  D) several  E) still

23. A) was not  B) has not been  C) must not be  D) is not  E) ought not to be
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24. Whenever doctors consider prescribing a drug, ----.

A) infrequent headaches or muscle strains can be relieved with over-the-counter drugs

B) they must weigh the possible risks against the expected benefits

C) infants and very young children are at special risk of adverse drug reactions

D) it's necessary to accept a higher risk of a severe drug reaction to treat a life-threatening disease

E) potential benefits and risks were seldom able to be determined with mathematical precision

25. ----, but the question of its effect on health is less clear.

A) Some early research indicated that cycles of weight loss and gain presented risks for blood pressure and cardiovascular disease

B) The very thinnest and the very heaviest people seem to be at greatest risk for all-cause mortality

C) Gaining weight is a risk for health

D) Being severely obese places a person at an elevated risk for several types of health problems and premature death

E) Obesity is undesirable from a social point of view

26. Because adults dislike hearing babies cry, ----.

A) infants sometimes stop crying if they have interesting things to watch

B) the infant uses basic techniques for getting the caregiver to come closer

C) babies learn very early to control their social environment

D) they try various techniques for soothing them

E) the crying of healthy newborn infants is fairly characteristic in both pitch and rhythm

27. Even though there is widespread publicity about the genetic causes of cancer, ----.

A) genetics actually plays a fairly minor role in the development of cancer

B) scientists estimated that lung cancer was nine times higher among smokers than non-smokers

C) epidemiologists generally agree that sufficient research evidence exists for infection

D) the leading cause of cancer deaths for both women and men continues to be lung cancer

E) these genes protect against cancer by providing the code for a protective protein
28. When people do not have insurance to obtain health care, ----.
   A) this reluctance has consequences for the management of their diseases
   B) they are less likely to have regular medical attention and more likely to have a chronic health problem
   C) they need to be regularly checked for any serious disorder
   D) they have a wide experience of receiving health care, from the time they are children to the time they are adults
   E) medical dominance began to decline and other types of health care providers became more prominent

29. Even if tumours grow in and disrupt the brain, ----.
   A) cancers are named according to the organ or tissue in which they originate
   B) cancer cells may continue to grow until they kill the organism
   C) they can often be removed completely by surgery
   D) certain brain diseases change the pattern of brain waves
   E) symptoms result when brain tissue is destroyed or pressure builds on the brain

30. Anaemia means a deficiency of red blood cells, ----.
   A) whereas the body replaces the plasma within 1 to 3 days after rapid haemorrhage
   B) but red blood cells are delivered from the bone marrow into the circulatory system
   C) so in sickle cell anaemia, the cells contain an abnormal type of haemoglobin called haemoglobin S
   D) which can be caused by either too rapid a loss or too slow a production of red blood cells
   E) yet a person cannot absorb enough iron from the intestines in chronic blood loss

31. Cholesterol is notorious as a possible factor in heart disease, ----.
   A) so that the body regulates lipoprotein levels in several ways
   B) because each type of lipoprotein serves a different purpose
   C) but about one in 500 babies inherits a disease called hypercholesterolemia
   D) although it circulates in the blood, mainly in particles called low-density lipoproteins
   E) yet it is essential for the functioning of all our cells
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32. People of all sizes eagerly try the best diet ever on the market, ----.
   A) in case they cannot afford to consult a physician
   B) hoping that this one will really work
   C) as some diets do not offer a safe and effective plan for weight loss
   D) in which they often offer distorted bits of legitimate research
   E) so that they do not have to conduct credible research on the benefits or dangers of their diet

33. A team of medical researchers were granted financial support to explore ----.
   A) whether there was a connection between autism and a newly discovered class of nerve cells in the brain called “mirror neurons”
   B) although these observations must be taken into account in any final explanation of autism
   C) that the most conspicuous feature of this disorder has been a withdrawal from social interaction
   D) when further investigations also supported the existence of mirror neurons
   E) if they have continued to investigate mirror neurons in different species

34. ----, the jaw should be held in place with the teeth together and immobile.
   A) As many jaw fractures can be repaired surgically
   B) Just as antibiotics are usually given to a person with a jaw fracture
   C) Even though fractures can cause internal bleeding
   D) If a jaw fracture is suspected
   E) While a blow powerful enough to fracture the jaw may cause bleeding within the skull

35. Cancer cells are immortal; they can go on dividing indefinitely ----.
   A) once the body’s immune system normally recognizes a transformed cell as abnormal
   B) but chemotherapy is used to treat metastatic tumours
   C) as long as they have a supply of nutrients
   D) because this process has already been controlled
   E) insofar as many tumours, luckily, can be treated
36. Even when we are not moving, our muscles are in a state of partial contraction known as “muscle tone”.

A) Hareket etmediğimizde bile, kaslarımız "kas tonusu" olarak bilinen kısmıl bir kasılma durumunda olur.
B) Hareket etmesek bile, bazı kaslarımız kısmen kasılır ve bu duruma "kas tonusu" denir.
C) "Kas tonusu" olarak bilinen kısmıl kasılma durumu, kaslarımız hareket etmediği zaman oluşur.
D) "Kas tonusu", hareket etmediğimiz halde kasılmada oluşan kısmıl kasılma durumuna verilen adırm.
E) Eğer hareket etmezsek, kaslarımız "kas tonusu" olarak bilinen kısmıl kasılma durumunu sürdürür.

37. Brain activity can be studied by measuring and recording the “brain waves” given off by various parts of the brain when they are active.

A) Beşin faaliyetini tetik etmek için ölçülen ve kaydedilen “beşin dalgaları”, beşin çeşitli bölümleri tarafından faal oldukları zaman yayılır.
B) Beşin faal olan çeşitli bölümlerinden yayılan “beşin dalgaları”ni ölçerek ve kaydederek, beşin faaliyetlerini tetik etme olanakları vardır.
C) Beşin faaliyetlerinin tetik edilmesi demek, beşin o an faal olan bölümlerinin yaydığı “beşin dalgaları”nin ölçülüp kaydedilmesi demektir.
D) Beşin faaliyetini, beşin çeşitli bölümlerince faal durumda iken yayılan “beşin dalgaları”ni hem ölçerek hem de kaydederek tetik etmek mümkündür.
E) Beşin faaliyeti, beşin çeşitli bölümleri tarafından faal oldukları zaman yayılan “beşin dalgaları”ni ölçerek ve kaydederek tetik edilebilir.

38. Since salts are lost from the body daily through sweat, urine and faeces, they must be replaced by dietary intake.

A) Ter, idrar ve dışkı ile her gün vücudtan kaybedilen tuzların telafi edilmesi ancak besin alımı yoluyla olur.
B) Her gün alınan besinler, vücudun ter, idrar ve dışkı yoluyla kaybettiği tuzların telafi edilmesini sağlar.
C) Tuzlar, her gün vücudtan ter, idrar ve dışkı yoluyla kaybedildiği için, basın alımı ile telafi edilmelidir.
D) Her ne kadar ter, idrar ve dışkı yoluyla vücudun tuz kaybettiği için, basın alımı ile telafi edilmelidir.
E) Vücudtan ter, idrar ve dışkı ile her gün önemli miktarlı tuz kaybettiğine rağmen, bu tuzlar besin alımı yoluyla hemen telafi edilir.

39. Tiroid bezi işlevini yerine getirmediği zaman, bazal metabolizma hızı yaklaşık % 40 düşer.

A) Invariably, the basal metabolic rate falls to 40% as soon as thyroid function is reduced.
B) When the thyroid gland does not carry out its function, the basal metabolic rate is reduced by about 40%.
C) Since there is no thyroid function, the basal metabolic rate has dropped to a level of 40%.
D) The reduction of the basal metabolic rate to a level of 40% is inevitable only if the thyroid ceases to function.
E) A 40% reduction of the basal metabolic rate occurs when the thyroid’s function is compromised.
40. Bebeklerin büyüme ve gelişmesinin, yediğleri yiyecklerden etkilendiğini hepimiz biliyoruz.

A) As far as we know, the kind of food babies eat has much influence on their growth and development.

B) All of us know that the food babies eat can have some adverse effect on their growth and development.

C) We are all aware of the fact that babies’ growth and development depend a great deal on the kinds of food they consume.

D) We all know that the growth and development of babies are influenced by the food they eat.

E) It is well known to us all that whatever food babies consume essentially affects their growth and development.

41. Çoku sindirim enzimi, yalnızca, sindirim kanalında yemek bulunduğu zaman üretilir.

A) While food is passing through the digestive tract, a number of enzyme secretions take place.

B) As soon as food enters the digestive tract, many digestive enzymes are produced.

C) Most digestive enzymes are produced only when food is present in the digestive tract.

D) Several kinds of enzymes are secreted into the digestive tract whenever there is food in it.

E) Soon after food moves into the digestive tract, a large number of enzymes are secreted.

42. In the United States, more doctors are using hypnosis for procedures in which sedation is inappropriate or patients are allergic to anaesthetics. Yet not even the most enthusiastic proponents of hypnosedation suggest it can replace anaesthesia entirely. ----. Some 60% of patients are hypnotizable to some extent; an additional 15%, highly so. The rest seem to be unresponsive.

A) Millions of Americans have employed hypnosis to stop smoking cigarettes or cut back on their eating

B) Meanwhile, studies using advanced scanning technology have shed additional light on how hypnosis works to block pain

C) Since the early 1990s, hypnosis has increasingly been used in operating rooms as a substitute for or as a complement to anaesthesia

D) This application, now widely employed in Europe, stems in part from studies showing that hypnosedated patients suffer fewer side effects than fully sedated ones do

E) For one thing, not everybody can be hypnotized; to oversimplify, one must be open to the process first

43. Before treatment was available, most people who had acute leukemia died within 4 months of diagnosis. Now many people are cured. ----. The disease returns in many, but 50 per cent of children show no signs of the leukemia 5 years after treatment.

A) These symptoms include weakness and shortness of breath, resulting from too few red blood cells; infection and fever, resulting from too few normal white blood cells; and bleeding, resulting from too few platelets

B) Common blood tests, such as the complete blood cell count, can provide the first evidence that a person has leukemia

C) However, a bone-marrow biopsy is almost always performed to confirm the diagnosis and determine the type of leukemia

D) For more than 90 per cent of people who have acute lymphocytic leukemia (usually children), the first course of chemotherapy brings the disease under control

E) They are released into the bloodstream and transported to the liver, spleen, lymph nodes, brain, kidneys and reproductive organs, where they continue to grow and divide
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44. People adopt health-related behaviours in order to stay healthy and to combat disease. ----. However, all of these models have some limitations, especially in their ability to predict the health-related behaviours of people who lack the financial resources necessary to pursue proper medical attention.

A) Several theoretical models have been formulated in an effort to explain and predict health behaviours, and most of these theories have some value in predicting and explaining health-related behaviour

B) Although the meaning of these models may seem obvious, their definitions have been elusive

C) The limitation of each of these models is their inability to accurately measure a number of social, ethnic and demographic factors that also affect people’s health-seeking behaviour

D) Among these stages is the necessity of overcoming their optimistic bias; that is, their belief that, although certain behaviours are dangerous, the danger pertains to other people and not to them

E) In the United States and other Western countries, people are not “officially” ill until they are diagnosed by a physician, making physicians the gatekeepers to further health care

45. In the United States, child abuse is by no means a recent phenomenon, but the identification of child battering as a social problem and its definition as a crime did not occur on a national level until the 1960s. ----. Evidence began to accumulate that such beatings were common and a major source of injury for infants and children.

A) One common result of intentional injuries is that abused children may be vigilant and feel threatened in a variety of situations – the world becomes a dangerous place

B) Treating infants with skull and long bone fractures led paediatricians and radiologists to recognize that these injuries were caused by beatings

C) Children who fail to thrive, especially during the first year of life, may never catch up developmentally or socially with their peers

D) Violence is a more common cause of injury and death in the United States than in other industrialized nations, with violent crimes occurring at a rate of about 8 per 1,000 people

E) Abused children also tend to be fearful about rejection, abandonment and additional abuse

46. Some obese people who lose weight voluntarily benefit from their weight loss. Research on obese people who lost weight indicates that a 10% loss is sufficient to produce significant decreases in lifetime health risks and personal health-related expenditures. ----.

A) Dieting is a good choice for some people but not for others

B) The eating disorders that have received the most attention, both in the popular media and in the scientific literature, are anorexia nervosa and bulimia

C) Therefore, even modest weight loss can be important for those who are obese

D) On the contrary, the factors that influence obesity in adolescents are the same as those in adults

E) In addition, behaviour modification programmes with obese children have greater success in promoting permanent weight loss than similar programmes with adults

47. 51. sorularda, karşılık konuşmanın boş bırakılan kısmını tamamlayabilecek ifadeyi bulunuz.

47. Diane:
- Everyone knows that physical exercise lowers our risk for diabetes and heart disease, but do you know why?

Ed:
- ----

Diane:
- No, it’s because our bodies have evolved in such a way that our muscles need to be used in order for the rest of our bodies to remain healthy.

A) Which types of exercise are best for people with heart disease?

B) I am afraid overexercising makes joints, muscles, tendons, and bones ache. Don’t you agree?

C) I think swimming is one of the best forms of exercise, isn’t it?

D) Is it because exercise lowers the percentage of fat in our bodies?

E) Well, the recommended heart rate for exercise is 60 per cent of a person’s estimated maximum heart rate.

Diğer sayfaya geçiniz.
48. Ann:
- My doctor told me that I should have screening for colorectal cancer.

Kathy:
- ----

Ann:
- Yes, I know; she said that I need a screening only as a preventative measure because of my age.

Kathy:
- That’s right. The disease has a higher prevalence in people 50 and older.

A) You’ll need to be screened at regular intervals, won’t you?
B) Does she have a reason to believe you have the disease?
C) Have you had a screening before? I had one last month.
D) Don’t you know that diet plays some role in the risk of colon cancer?
E) But that doesn’t necessarily mean you have colorectal cancer.

50. Doctor:
- ----

Richard:
- Why not? What’s wrong with it?

Doctor:
- Studies have shown that second-hand smoke has more toxins and cancer-causing chemicals than what smokers inhale from their cigarettes.

Richard:
- Well, I guess I’d better be more careful, then.

A) You really shouldn’t smoke, you know, when there are people around you.
B) Do you still smoke? You know it’s the leading avoidable cause of death!
C) Your heart and lungs will be affected negatively if you don’t quit smoking soon.
D) How many packs of cigarettes do you smoke every day?
E) Many work places and public places have banned indoor smoking.

51. Kelly:
- My doctor says that I have something called pre-diabetes.

Eric:
- ----

Kelly:
- Maybe not, if I exercise and watch what I eat.

A) What are the symptoms?
B) Does that mean you are going to develop diabetes?
C) Do you think I should get my glucose levels checked, too?
D) Could you give me your doctor’s name and telephone number?
E) I wonder whether you’ll have to change your diet.
52. (I) Anything that irritates the eyes can also irritate the eyelids and cause swelling. (II) The most common irritant is an allergy, which can make one or both lids crinkled or swollen. (III) Allergic reactions may be caused by medications instilled into the eyes, such as eyedrops; other drugs or cosmetics; or pollen or other particles in the air. (IV) Insect stings or bites as well as infections from bacteria, viruses, or fungi can also cause the eyelids to swell. (V) In fact, tears are salty fluid that continuously bathes the surface of the eye to keep it moist.

A) I  B) II  C) III  D) IV  E) V

53. (I) When a person eats too much, metabolism favours fat formation. (II) The human body can digest a wide variety of plant and animal tissues, converting these foods into usable proteins, fats, carbohydrates, vitamins and minerals. (III) The digestive system takes in food, processes it into particles that can be absorbed, and excretes the undigested wastes. (IV) The particles that are absorbed through the digestive system are transported through the bloodstream so as to be available to the whole body. (V) This provides the energy for activity as well as the materials for body growth, maintenance and repair.

A) I  B) II  C) III  D) IV  E) V

54. (I) The relationship between genes and proteins was first proposed in 1909 when English physician A. Garrod suggested that genes dictate phenotypes through enzymes, the proteins that catalyze chemical processes in the cell. (II) The idea came from his observations of inherited diseases. (III) He hypothesized that an inherited disease reflects a body’s inability to manufacture a particular enzyme, and he referred to such diseases as “inborn errors of metabolism”. (IV) The function of a gene is to dictate the production of a specific enzyme. (V) His hypothesis was ahead of its time but research conducted decades later by other scientists proved him right.

A) I  B) II  C) III  D) IV  E) V

55. (I) Almost everyone has experienced heartburn at one time or another, usually after a meal. (II) Heartburn is the painful sensation a person feels when the cardiac sphincter fails to prevent the stomach contents from refluxing into the esophagus. (III) As a matter of fact, anyone who has heart trouble should consult a doctor. (IV) This may happen if a person eats or drinks too much or both. (V) Tight clothing and even changes of position (lying down, bending over) can cause it, too, as can some medications and smoking.

A) I  B) II  C) III  D) IV  E) V

56. (I) Some people have especially active, decay-causing bacteria in their mouth. (II) A parent may pass these bacteria to a child, presumably by kissing. (III) However, one must understand that not all tooth pain is caused by cavities. (IV) The bacteria flourish in the child’s mouth after the first teeth come in and can then cause cavities. (V) So a tendency toward tooth decay that runs in families doesn’t necessarily reflect poor oral hygiene or bad eating habits.

A) I  B) II  C) III  D) IV  E) V
Pain is a signal that protects us from harmful stimuli. An excess of any type of stimulus such as pressure, heat, cold, excessive mechanical stretch, and specific chemical compounds stimulates pain receptors. In the human body, pain receptors are the tips of certain sensory neurons found in almost every tissue. However, most internal organs are poorly supplied with pain receptors. For this reason, pain from internal structures is often difficult to locate. In fact, pain is often not projected back to the organ that is stimulated. Instead, it is referred to an area just under the skin that may be some distance from the organ involved. The area to which the pain is referred is connected to nerve fibres from the same level of the spinal cord as the organ involved.

57. According to the passage, although most of our body is thoroughly equipped with pain receptors, ----.
   A) this is not true for all the internal organs
   B) it is in the internal organs that they function most efficiently
   C) they are mostly located in the tissues of some internal organs
   D) some of them are far more sensitive than others
   E) the pain caused by heat and cold is much stronger than other kinds of pain

58. It is pointed out in the passage that, through pain, ----.
   A) the relationship between the spinal cord and an internal organ becomes extremely compromised
   B) the function of the organs in the body is seriously reduced
   C) the area in an internal organ which is most affected by a harmful stimulus can be identified right away
   D) it is extremely easy to determine the excess of a harmful stimulus in an internal organ
   E) we become aware of those stimuli in the body that can have an adverse effect

59. As can be understood from the passage, the stimulation of pain receptors ----.
   A) is much stronger in an internal organ than in any other area of the body
   B) takes place only if the stimulus endangers the organs
   C) depends a great deal on the kind of chemical compounds found in the body
   D) occurs when any tissue in the body is overstimulated
   E) clearly indicates the somatic importance of the spinal cord

60. It is explained in the passage that when a pain occurs in an internal organ, ----.
   A) it can be located immediately through the work of certain sensory neurons
   B) it is usually felt in an area under the skin, which may not be close to the organ itself
   C) pain receptors throughout the body begin to work efficiently
   D) it is obvious that the organ cannot cope with a wide range of harmful stimuli
   E) the connection between the organ and the spinal cord is seriously disrupted

Diğer sayfaya geçiniz.
Our kidneys excrete metabolic wastes and help regulate the volume and composition of body fluids. Their vital function is compromised in more than 13 million people in the United States who suffer from kidney disease. In fact, kidney disease ranks fourth in prevalence among major human diseases in the United States. Kidney function can be impaired by infections, poisoning by substances such as mercury, lesions, tumours, kidney stones, shock or circulatory disease. For instance, one of the most common kidney diseases both in the United States and in the world is glomerulonephritis, which is related to the damage of the kidney’s filtering units. The damage is thought to result from an autoimmune response.

61. As pointed out in the passage, glomerulonephritis ----.
   A) is the failure of the kidney function caused by various infections and other factors
   B) is widespread and occurs when the kidney fails to filter properly
   C) becomes a deadly disease when the kidney’s autoimmune response fails
   D) has a limited extent of prevalence throughout the United States
   E) can cause serious damage to the filtering units of the kidney

62. It is pointed out in the passage that the kidneys ----.
   A) have an autoimmune system which is very efficient, especially against poisoning
   B) have a very efficient filtering system which is immune to certain infections
   C) are responsible only for the excretion of waste matter from the body
   D) can fail to function properly owing to a wide range of causes
   E) can be easily infected once a tumour begins to grow in them

63. As one understands from the passage, the kidneys play a role ----.
   A) in the partial filtration of various types of fluids in the body
   B) especially in regard to the concentration of mercury in the body
   C) in the efficient circulation of body fluids
   D) in the body’s response to various infections
   E) in relation to the fluids in the body

64. The author suggests that ----.
   A) the spread of kidney disease in the world will continue to increase
   B) the immune response may be the cause of the impairment of the kidney’s filtration function
   C) the number of people who suffer from kidney disease in the United States will remain stable
   D) glomerulonephritis can lead to the growth of tumours in the kidneys
   E) mercury is the only substance that has a devastating effect on the kidneys

Diğer sayfaya geçiniz.
The causes of schizophrenia are unknown, although the disease has a strong genetic component. Studies of identical twins show that if one twin has schizophrenia, there is a 50% chance that the other twin will have it, too. Since identical twins share identical genes, this indicates that schizophrenia has an equally strong environmental component, the nature of which has not been identified. Current treatments for schizophrenia focus on brain pathways that use dopamine as a neurotransmitter. Despite their ability to alleviate symptoms, many of the drugs used to treat schizophrenia have such negative side effects that patients frequently stop taking them. Now that the human genome has been sequenced, there is a vigorous effort under way to find the mutant genes that predispose a person to the disease. This effort includes sequencing DNA from families with a high incidence of schizophrenia.

65. As one understands from the passage, identification of genetic mutations that contribute to schizophrenia ----.
   A) can only be useful in the treatment of the disease if the use of drugs is also continued
   B) will take a very long time before an effective treatment for the disease can be developed
   C) is being actively pursued
   D) is not a solution since there are different forms of the disease
   E) has led to a wide range of new therapies that are particularly effective for the disease

66. It is suggested in the passage that an environmental influence ----.
   A) is not of primary importance in understanding the type of schizophrenia a patient has
   B) must be completely ruled out in the diagnosis of schizophrenia
   C) need not be taken into account in a genetic study of schizophrenia
   D) is also considered to be as significant as the genetic factor in schizophrenia
   E) has a very minimal share in a patient’s predisposition to schizophrenia

67. It is clear from the passage that the treatment of schizophrenia through the use of drugs ----.
   A) is most suitable especially in the case of twins with identical genes
   B) is the most effective therapy which is commonly practised in the medical world
   C) has serious drawbacks and, hence, is often disrupted
   D) also has to take into account the patient’s social environment
   E) is least concerned with the role of dopamine in the brain

68. As one learns from the passage, the current genetic studies of schizophrenia ----.
   A) also focus on the families in which the disease has a high rate of occurrence
   B) have already produced positive results for more efficient therapies
   C) are mostly concerned with cases of twins and how they can be treated effectively
   D) have already radically changed the norms of treatment for the disease
   E) totally leave out the role of the environmental component in the incidence of the disease
Protected inside the bony vertebrae of the spine is an inch-thick gelatinous bundle of nervous tissue called “the spinal cord”, which acts as the central communication conduit between the brain and the rest of the body. Millions of nerve fibres carry motor information from the brain to the muscles, while other fibres bring sensory information from the body to the brain. In its structure and functions, the spinal cord may be compared to a transcontinental telephone cable jam-packed with wires, each of which carries messages both ways. But what happens if that cable is cut? Signals cannot get through, communication is lost, and the cable must be repaired or replaced. In humans, though, this is not a simple process due to the sensitive nature of the spinal cord. The spinal cord is rarely severed because the vertebrae provide rigid protection. However, a traumatic blow to the spinal column and subsequent bleeding, swelling and scarring can crush the delicate nerve bundles and prevent signals from passing. The result may be a debilitating injury.

69. According to the passage, the spinal cord in the human body ----.
A) is very sensitive to external blows and can be easily injured
B) only carries the brain’s messages to all the parts of the body
C) is far more intricate and vulnerable than a mere telephone cable
D) is not affected by swelling and scarring caused by an injury
E) can almost never be completely cut as it is well-placed within the vertebrae

70. As it is pointed out in the passage, there are so many nerve fibres in the spinal cord that ----.
A) the appearance reminds one of a telephone cable consisting of innumerable wires
B) each has a different function to perform for the brain
C) it takes no time for the messages to reach the brain
D) any injury to them can be absolutely fatal
E) their delicate nature makes them vulnerable to injuries

71. As one understands from the passage, while a severed telephone cable can be repaired or replaced, ----.
A) the vertebrae make it impossible for us to treat the spinal cord
B) the nerve bundles inside the spinal cord need to be carefully treated
C) this is not so easy with the spinal cord due to its very delicate structure
D) this is not the case with the spinal cord due to bleeding and swelling
E) in the case of the spinal column the procedure takes a long time

72. As pointed out in the passage, the communication between the brain and all the other parts of the body ----.
A) is extremely complicated due to the structure of the spinal column
B) is maintained by nerve fibres through the spinal cord
C) is not affected even when the vertebrae are injured
D) can still be maintained even though the spinal cord is broken
E) depends a great deal on the proper functioning of the brain
Immune deficiency, which in fact means an inadequate immune response, may occur for several reasons. For example, it is a side effect of most chemotherapy drugs used to treat cancer. Immune deficiency also occurs naturally. Although the immune system is not functional at birth, infants are protected by antibodies they have received from their mother through the placenta, and infants who breastfeed also receive antibodies from their mother's milk. These antibodies offer protection until the infant's own immune system develops during the first months of life. In rare cases, the immune system fails to develop, leaving the child without immune protection. Exposure to any virus or bacterium can be fatal to these children. Therefore, they are sealed into sterile quarters to isolate them from the microorganisms that are part of the normal world.

73. According to the passage, the development of a child's immune system ----.
   A) is not of vital importance since the child is always protected by various antibodies
   B) begins in the placenta before birth and is completed at birth
   C) depends completely on the protective nature of antibodies in the mother's milk
   D) is only completed a few months after birth
   E) is closely related to the child's physical development and, hence, takes a very long time

74. As one can understand from the passage, the causes of immune deficiency ----.
   A) in an infant can be understood easily, as the development of the immune system is yet in its early stage
   B) can sometimes be traced to a microorganism such as a virus
   C) are fundamentally linked with chemotherapy, which is used in cancer treatment
   D) in children can be traced back to the first months after birth
   E) may vary

75. It is clear from the passage that, at birth, infants ----.
   A) have a non-functioning immune system, and so rely on antibodies from their mother's milk for protection against microorganisms
   B) have a relatively well-developed immune system and are therefore well-protected against viruses or bacteria
   C) are so exposed to viruses or bacteria that the rate of mortality is usually very high
   D) hardly need antibodies gained from breastfeeding to protect them against the fatal effects of disease-causing bacteria and viruses
   E) have a very strong immune system which enables them to cope with viruses

76. It is clearly pointed out in the passage that, occasionally, there may be cases when ----.
   A) chemotherapy drugs have no effect whatsoever on the occurrence of immune deficiency
   B) there occurs a failure in the development of a child's immune system
   C) even antibodies do not provide protection for the infant in the placenta
   D) child mortality may not be related to children's exposure to viruses or bacteria
   E) the mother's milk does not contain antibodies to protect the infant in the first months of life
People who believe they may be infected with HIV, as well as those who know they are, can benefit from various psychological interventions. People with high-risk behaviours may have difficulty deciding whether to be tested for HIV, and psychologists can provide both information and support for these people. A significant minority of homosexual and bisexual men, intravenous drug users, and a larger proportion of heterosexual men and women with multiple partners and inconsistent users of condoms have never been tested for HIV. Indeed, an estimated 70% of people who are HIV-positive have not been tested and thus do not know their HIV status. Because HIV infection has a long incubation period, at-risk heterosexual men and women may contaminate others for years before they learn they have HIV. However, people learning of an HIV-positive test result typically react with increased anxiety, depression, anger and distress. Therefore, trained psychotherapists are needed to help such people cope with their diagnosis.

77. It is clearly emphasized in the passage that psychological help ----.

A) and the clinical treatment of HIV are two different procedures which are irrelevant to each other
B) plays a minimal role in the treatment of HIV patients
C) has not proven to be useful in the treatment of HIV patients because they often do not want to cooperate with psychotherapists
D) is often ignored in HIV treatment not only by patients but also by physicians
E) can be beneficial to patients with HIV infection

78. As pointed out in the passage, many people already infected with HIV ----.

A) have agreed to be tested and undergo long periods of treatment
B) have been receiving help from psychotherapists to overcome their psychological problems
C) are not aware of their own situation because they have not been tested
D) mostly include intravenous drug users and heterosexual men with multiple partners
E) have been identified through a number of tests they have taken

79. One learns from the passage that because it takes a long time before HIV infection reveals itself, ----.

A) heterosexual men and women with HIV may already have infected many other people
B) homosexuals deliberately avoid taking HIV tests and, thus, endanger themselves
C) intravenous drug users think that they are free from any infection
D) this does not mean that bisexual men cannot be infected
E) homosexuals and heterosexuals must be tested regularly to make sure that they are free from HIV

80. It is suggested in the passage that when people discover that they are HIV-positive, they ----.

A) adopt an indifferent attitude and continue to live their usual life
B) begin to act responsibly by refraining from contaminating others
C) usually experience various negative feelings
D) seek help and support from psychotherapists and apply for treatment
E) volunteer to undergo a series of tests in order to obtain the most effective treatment